Abstract. We study so-called real zeros of holomorphic Hecke cusp forms, that is zeros on three geodesic segments on which the cusp form (or a multiple of it) takes real values. Ghosh and Sarnak, who were the first to study this problem, showed that existence of many such zeros follows if many short intervals contain numbers whose all prime factors belong to a certain subset of the primes. We prove new results concerning this sieving problem which leads to improved lower bounds for the number of real zeros.
Introduction
For an even integer k, let us consider holomorphic Hecke forms of weight k for the full modular group Γ = P SL(2, Z). By the valence formula each such form has k/12 + O(1) zeros in Γ \ H. We are interested in the distribution of these zeros and write Z(f ) for the zero set.
Rankin and Swinnerton-Dyer [16] have shown that all zeros of an Eisenstein series E k (z) are on the geodesic segment δ 3 = {z ∈ H : |z| = 1, 0 ≤ Re z ≤ 1/2}.
Here we consider the rest of Hecke eigenforms, that is the cusp forms. We write H k for the finite set of (Fourier-)normalized holomorphic Hecke cusp forms of weight k for the full modular group Γ and use the letter f for a generic form in H k . As a consequence of the holomorphic Quantum Unique Ergodicity conjecture, proved recently by Holowinsky and Soundararajan [7] , we know by work of Rudnick [17] that Z(f ) is equidistributed (with respect to the hyperbolic area) as k → ∞.
In [3] Ghosh and Sarnak initiate the study of so-called real zeros of f ∈ H k , that is zeros on three geodesic segments δ i , i = 1, 2, 3. The segment δ 3 is as above, δ 1 = {z ∈ H : |z| > 1, Re(z) = 0}, and δ 2 = {z ∈ H : |z| > 1, Re(z) = 1 2 }. The zeros of f are symmetric with respect to δ i and the zeros in these segments are called real because f (z) is real-valued on δ 1 and δ 2 while z k/2 f (z) is real-valued on δ 3 . For an illustrative figure on the distribution of the zeros in the fundamental domain, see [3, Figure 2 ].
Ghosh and Sarnak showed that the number of the real zeros grows quite rapidly with k -indeed they proved that, for any ε > 0 and large enough k, and that "1/80" can be removed under the Riemann hypothesis. Here we will demonstrate that this removal can be done unconditionally. In the previous theorem and in many statements below, an assumption of the type x → ∞ means that the claim holds for all sufficiently large x.
Ghosh and Sarnak also showed that the number of zeros in each of the lines δ 1 and δ 2 goes to infinity with k and the proof of this automatically gave a lower bound |Z(f ) ∩ δ j | log k. Here we will prove a polynomial lower bound. for any ε > 0.
The apparent weakness of the lower bound for the number of zeros in δ 1 stems from weak knowledge about negative eigenvalues as can be seen from Theorem 5.5 below.
Furthermore Ghosh and Sarnak were led to a conjecture that there are k 1/2 log k real zeros. This was backed up by both arithmetic considerations and a random model. Recalling that |H k | k, the following theorem tells that the number of real zeros cannot often be of significantly smaller order. Theorem 1.3. There exists an absolute constant η > 0 such that, for any fixed ε > 0 and for k → ∞, there are at most k 1−ηε forms f ∈ H k for which |Z(f ) ∩ (δ 1 ∪ δ 2 )| ≤ k 1/2−ε .
As will be explained in Remark 5.4, the reason why we have to contend with k 1/4−ε rather than k 1/2−ε when allowing no exceptional forms is that we cannot rule out the possibility that |λ f (p)| is very small for all primes p ≤ k 1/2 . We will describe the strategy of the proofs in detail in next section. To summarize, Ghosh and Sarnak [3] showed essentially that, for some values of Im(z), a single term dominates in the Fourier expansion
where e(x) = e 2πix . Recall that the normalized Fourier coefficients λ f (n) are real and satisfy the Hecke relation
so that in particular they are multiplicative and
Using these properties one quickly encounters a problem in multiplicative number theory: Show that many short intervals contain numbers with all prime factors in certain subsets of the primes. Section 4 is devoted to studying this problem, which, thought other way round, is a sieving problem. In this paper we study only zeros α + iy with y k 1/2 log k and thereby zeros in δ 1 and δ 2 . It would be interesting to gain understanding also about zeros with smaller y and about zeros in δ 3 .
Strategy
Our approach follows that in the pioneering work of Ghosh and Sarnak [3] . A crucial ingredient is the following immediate consequence of [3, Theorem 3.1], which tells that, for some values of y, f (α + iy) is almost determined by a single Fourier coefficient λ f (l).
Proposition 2.1. There are positive constants β 1 , β 2 and δ such that, for all integers l ∈ (β 1 , β 2 k/ log k) and all f ∈ H k ,
where
4πl . Let α ∈ {0, 1/2} and ε > 0 be any fixed small constant, and let k be large. Recalling that f (α + iy) is real for these α, the proposition immediately implies that if we can find numbers l 1 , l 2 ∈ (β 1 , β 2 k/ log k) with
then f (z) has a zero α + iy with y between y l1 and y l2 . This way we can get information about the zeros in
for certain positive constants β 1 and β 2 . If we are happy with zeros in either of the lines δ 1 and δ 2 , it is enough to find l 1 and l 2 of different parity such that |λ f (l i )| ≥ ε ; for such l 1 and l 2 (interchanging them if necessary), (2) must hold with α = 0 or with α = 1/2. To find these l 1 and l 2 of different parity, write ω f = 2, if |λ f (2)| ≥ 1/2 and ω f = 4 otherwise. From (1) with p = 2 we see that |λ f (ω f )| ≥ 1/2, and so it suffices to find odd l 1 and l 2 for which |λ f (l 1 )|, |λ f (l 2 )| ≥ 2ε as we can take l 1 = ω f l 1 and l 2 = l 2 .
Combining these observations and noticing that if we can find many consequtive pairs l 1 , l 2 , we get many zeros, we get the following proposition. There and later we say that a claim holds for proportion α of y ∈ [C 1 Y, C 2 Y ] if the measure of the set of those y ∈ [C 1 Y, C 2 Y ] for which the claim holds is at least α(
Proposition 2.2. Let ε , θ > 0 and C ≥ 1 be fixed and k → ∞. Let Y be as in (4) and X = k/(20Y ).
(i) Let j ∈ {1, 2}. Assume that for a positive proportion of x ∼ X there exist two distinct numbers
(ii) Assume that for a positive proportion of x ∼ X there exist odd
Intervals around x and x/ω f are completely analogous and so it is enough to consider only the intervals [x, x+CX θ ]. But to guarantee that for positive proportion of x ∼ X one finds wanted numbers both in [x, x+CX θ ] and in [x/ω f , (x+CX θ )/ω f ], we need to show that a proportion strictly larger than half of both collections of intervals are "good".
Unfortunately we are dealing with rather small l i (l i k/ log k), so that it is difficult to say much about the Fourier coefficients, although for almost all forms, a large sieve inequality works well even for small l i . Fortunately (1) comes to our rescue: it implies a much-exploited property (first used by Iwaniec and Sarnak [8] ) that |λ f (p)| and |λ f (p 2 )| cannot be small simultaneously. Let η > 0 and write, for j = 1, 2,
2/η (since n has at most 2/η prime divisors). Notice that N j ∩ [1, 3X] contains at most 3X 1−η non-square-free numbers and so N j ∩ [x, x + CX θ ] contains more than X θ /(log X) 10 non-square-free numbers for o(X) of x ∼ X. Combining these observations we have the following proposition, where and later we write, for any set C ⊆ R and real numbers x ≤ y, C(x, y) = C ∩ [x, y]. Proposition 2.3. Let δ, θ ∈ (0, 1], C ≥ 1, k → ∞ and f ∈ H k . Let P j and N j be as in (5), Y as in (4) and X = k/(20Y ).
(i) Assume that, for ν = 1 and for ν = ω f , one has, for proportion at least 1/2+δ of x ∼ X,
(ii) Assume that, for ν = 1 and for ν = ω f , one has, for proportion at least 1/2+δ
We will show that when ε > 0 and η is small enough (depending on ε), either (7) holds for almost all x ∼ X 1/2 with θ = ε, or
In the latter case we can multiply numbers from these sets to find that (6) holds with θ = 1/2 + ε for proportion β − o(1) of x ∼ X. Actually if β > 1/2, one could use the pigeon-hole principle to show that (6) holds for all x ∼ X. A similar idea was introduced by Croot [1] into the study of smooth numbers in short intervals.
Unfortunately we can only show (8) 
. To recover the proportion 1/2 + δ of x ∼ X needed in Proposition 2.3, we will use a variant of Freiman's 3k − 3 theorem from additive combinatorics.
We will prove the necessary lemmas for studying N i (x, x + CX θ ) in Section 4 utilizing tools used in considerations of primes in almost all short intervals as well as sieve methods and respective results on long intervals. Some auxiliary results are introduced in Section 3 and the main theorems will be proved in Section 5.
The difference to the approach of Ghosh and Sarnak [3] is that they only looked for primes in short intervals rather than products of primes, that is they considered P 1 ∪ P 2 = P rather than N 1 ∪ N 2 in short intervals. This left room for improvement since almost all intervals [x, x + X ε ] are unconditionally known to contain primes only for ε > 1/20 (see [9] ), whereas we will be able to say something for any ε > 0.
Auxiliary results
We start by stating the Rosser-Iwaniec upper bound β-sieve (see [2, Chapter 11, in particular Theorem 11.12]) in a form which is convenient to us. The parameters κ and D below are respectively called dimension and level of the sieve. (1) λ
is continuous with respect to κ and s.
In the proof of Theorem 1.3 we will use a large sieve inequality for the Fourier coefficients λ f (n). The version we use is the following special case N = j = 1 of a more general theorem [12, Theorem 1] due to Lau and Wu. Lemma 3.2. Let ν ≥ 1 be a fixed integer and let (b p ) p∈P be such that |b p | ≤ B for all primes p. Then
To relate short intervals to long intervals, we will use so-called type II information used in studying primes in almost all short intervals. Here and later, when we say that a statement holds for almost all x ∈ [X, 2X], we mean that, for any A, the measure of the exceptional set is O A (X/(log X) A ). We will also write τ (n) for the divisor function.
be Dirichlet polynomials with a m τ (m) C for some absolute constant C and with c r a characteristic function of an interval or of primes in an interval. Suppose that Notice that in the previous lemma M and R must be in a very narrow range. As often, this problem will be overcome by considering only products mr, where m belongs to a well-behaving subset of N and sieving is applied only to r. There are more sophisticated versions of Lemma 3.3 with somewhat wider ranges for M and R (see for instance [5, Lemma 9.4] ), but we do not need them here.
As mentioned in the previous section, in case of N 1 , when we pass from very short intervals [x,
] with x ∼ X, we will sometimes need to be able to increase the proportion of "good" intervals a bit. This will be done with help of properties of sets with small doubling, that is sets A for which |A+A| is small. Here, for sets A, B ⊆ Z, we use the notation
Freiman's 3k −3 -theorem (see [19, Theorem 5.11] ) tells us that any finite set A ⊂ Z with |A + A| < 3|A| − 3 is contained in a relatively short arithmetic progression, but here we will need information also about the number or representations
Lemma 3.4. Let η ∈ (0, 1/100) and n ≥ 1. If A ⊆ {1, . . . , n} is such that |A| ≥ 3 and
then there exists an arithmetic progression P such that
The proof is based on the following lemma, where we write, for E ⊆ A × B,
Lemma 3.5. Let A ⊆ {0, . . . , } be such that 0, ∈ A, |A| ≥ 3 and gcd(A) = 1.
Suppose that E ⊆ A × A and K ∈ N are such that (i) for every a ∈ A, there correspond at most
Proof. This follows immediately from Lev [13, Theorem 1] by taking s = K = K and
By definitions of E and A , the sets A and E = E ∩ (A × A ) satisfy assumptions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.5 with K = η|A| . Shifting A (and E ) to the left by min A = x 0 , say, and then dividing by the largest common divisor d, say, we obtain a set A ⊆ {0, . . . , } such that 0, ∈ A , gcd(A ) = 1, and a set E with similar properties as E . Applying Lemma 3.5 with K = η|A| , we get that either ≤ 3|A|/2 − 1 or
since η < 1/100. Hence, by assumption, we must have ≤ 3|A|/2 − 1, in which case one can take P = {x 0 + jd : j = 0, . . . , } ⊇ A .
Sieving short intervals
Let P be a subset of the primes and consider the set
We are interested in the short interval distribution of N . This question was studied by Harman and the author in [6] , where we used a 1 − τ -dimensional sieve to prove the following result.
Lemma 4.1. Let τ ∈ (1/2, 1] and assume that (10)
for all x ≥ 2. Then there exists a positive constant δ = δ(τ ) such that
for all large enough x.
Unfortunately this is nowhere near what we need -we want to find numbers in shorter intervals and with more wildly behaving set P. In Subsection 4.2 we will show that if we have more than half of the primes just in one interval [x α , x β ], then, for any ε > 0, we get a lower bound of the correct order of magnitude for |N (x, x + X ε )| for almost all x ∼ X and for |N (x, x + x 1/2+ε )| for all large enough x. In Subsection 4.3 we will show that even if (10) holds for some τ ≤ 1/2, we can find a lower bound of the correct order for |N (x, x + X ε )| for a certain proportion of x ∼ X.
We will prove statements that are stronger than we need -in particular we would be happy with finding fewer square-free numbers in each interval, and this could be done for example with a weaker auxiliary result than Lemma 4.3 below. However here we aim to prove lower bounds of the right order of magnitude under weak assumptions which might be of benefit in further applications.
Long intervals.
At the end we want to prove that even short intervals contain numbers in N . However, when we do that we need to understand long intervals well and we start by quoting results concerning them.
Our first result is an asymptotic formula for the mean value of any well-behaving multiplicative function. The argument goes back to Wirsing [20] but we quote a more general statement which is [2, Theorem A.5]. 
The following lemma which is a direct consequence of [4 
4.2.
When P contains more than half of the primes somewhere. Using a very simple sieve idea together with Lemmas 3.3 and 4.3 we can prove the following result. 
Assume further that
Proof. Let η be a small positive constant (small compared to δ). By restricting to a subinterval it is enough to prove the statement when log z log w < 1 + η . Let N ⊂ N (X/z 2 , 2X/w 2 ) and α = α(η) > 0 be such that 
members of N from each of these (here c η is the implied constant in Lemma 4.3). Write
where elements are counted with multiplicity (which is at most 2/η 2 1 for n ∈ A (1, 3X) ). Now, for any x 2 ≥ x 1 ≥ 1,
say.
The point is that in each A i there is a variable ranging over all primes in an interval, so that we can apply Lemma 3.3. Besides, since the relative density of P(w, z) is strictly more than half, one expects that A 1 is larger than A 2 , so that we do not lose too much in (12) . Our next task is to confirm this line of thought.
Let y = x(2X) ε−1 and y 1 = x exp(−3(log X) 1/3 ). By Lemma 3.3 with r = p 2 , we have
for almost all x ∈ [X, 2X]. Furthermore
Similarly |A 2 (x, x + y)| = y y1 |A 2 (x, x + y 1 )| + O(y(log X) −A ) for almost all x ∼ X and (15)
Since log z log w < 1 + η and since η is small compared to δ, we get from (12) The assumption (11) in the previous lemma could be relaxed to
for some w and z as in the lemma and some bounded co-prime a and q. The proof could also be modified to give the following improvement of Lemma 4.1. 
Proof. This time one could take
where N i ⊂ N are very regular large sets with N 2 consisting only of numbers with all prime factors greater than x η (to avoid counting same numbers too many times) and use type II information for primes in all intervals problem (see for instance [5, Section 7.2] ). 4.3. When P is regular. Next we prove a lemma which we will use when we do not have strictly more than half of the primes in any interval. As we will be considering a decomposition P = P 1 ∪ P 2 at the end, this will mean that both sets contain approximatively half of the primes all the time and we are able to use a classical sieve method.
In the proof of the following lemma we will be using constants η 5 > η 4 > η 3 > η 2 > η 1 (with η 5 given), each significantly smaller than the previous one. When we write o(1) in the proof, we mean that the quantity tends to 0 when these constants (except η 5 ) tend to 0 and their ratios tend to infinity.
Presence of so many parameters might look confusing at first, so we summarize approximate meaning of each here: We will be looking for numbers mn with n from a well-behaving subset of N and m ∈ [X η4 , X η5 ] with all prime factors at least X η2 . We will use a linear sieve (κ = 1) with z = X η2 and D = X η3 (so that s = η 3 /η 2 is large) to detect this condition. The smallest constant η 1 is used like η in the previous subsection; it is a tiny parameter whose presence affects everything very little.
Lemma 4.6. Let ε, ε , η 5 > 0, κ ∈ (0, 1) and X → ∞. Let F κ (s) be as in Lemma 3.1. There exists a small positive constant η 2 = η 2 (ε, ε , η 5 , κ) such that if
for at least proportion
Proof. As said before the lemma, we take very small constants η 1 < η 2 < η 3 < η 4 < η 5 such that η i+1 /η i is large. We can clearly assume that η 5 + 2η 1 < ε and that ε is small. Further, without essentially affecting the final claim, we can enlarge the set P c (X η2 , X η5 ) so that (17) p∈P c (w,z)
, and consequently by partial summation
for all X η2 ≤ w < z ≤ X η5 . This time we take N ⊂ N and α > 0 such that
. This is again possible by Lemma 4.3 when η 2 < η 5 e −2λ/(1−κ) . We consider the set
counted with multiplicity. We will show a lower bound for |A(X, 2X)|/X and an upper bound for |A(x, x + X ε )|/X ε for (almost all) x ∼ X. The ratio of these bounds will be essentially (16) , and the claim follows.
To be able to apply results from the literature directly, we extend P(X η2 , X η5 ) to a set of primes P e in such a way that (17) holds for all z ≥ w ≥ 2 and P e (X η2 , X η5 ) = P(X η2 , X η5 ). Now (17) implies the normal sieve dimension assumption (18) p∈P c e (w,z)
In the long interval [X, 2X], we have
Next we use a simple trick also present in [4, Section 2]: For any disjoint P a , P b ⊆ P, we have
Applying this twice, the last sum in (19) is
Since the set P e is very nicely distributed, we can apply Lemma 4.2. Writing χ e for the characteristic function of the set P e and recalling (18) , the sum over m is
Substituting this back to (20) and (19), we get
Consider next the short intervals. Let y = x(2X) ε−η1−1 and y 1 = x exp(−3(log X) 1/3 ). We divide A into subsets according to the range of n, that is, for N ∈ [2X 1−η5 ,
We will detect the co-primeness conditions using the sieve weights introduced in Lemma 3.1: Let (λ . Then using the inclusion above and applying Lemma 3.1(2), we get that
Adding and substracting y/y 1 times the same sum over the interval [x, x + y 1 ], and evaluating the sum over m in the added term we get
The expression in the second line is O(y(log X) −A ) for almost all x ∼ X by Lemma 3.3 with
. Applying Lemma 3.1(3) to the sums over d 1 and d 2 in the first line, we get that for almost all x ∼ X, |A (N ) (x, x + y)| is asymptotically at most
by Lemma 3.1(5) and (18) . Summing over N we see that, for almost all x ∼ X,
The last sum is by partial summation
for almost all x ∼ X. On the other hand trivially |A(x, x + y)| y for all x ∼ X. Combining these shorter intervals,
for almost all x ∼ X and |A(x, x + X ε )| X ε for all x ∼ X. Let βX be the measure of the set of those x ∈ [X, 2X] for which |N (x, x+X ε )| ≥
Combining this with the lower bound (21) implies that
For κ = 1/2, the previous lemma gives proportion e γ/2
which annoyingly just misses what we would like to have (compare with Proposition 2.3 and the discussion thereafter). We are able to overcome this difficulty thanks to the following application of Lemma 3.4.
Lemma 4.7. Let α ∈ (0, 1), θ ∈ (0, 1/2), η 2 > 0 and X → ∞. There exists a small positive constant η 1 = η 1 (α, η 2 , θ) and a large positive constant C 2 = C 2 (α, η 2 , θ) such that the following holds for any B ⊆ N. If, for every
for at least proportion min{1,
Proof. Dividing [X/e 2η2 , e 2η2 X] into subintervals, it is clearly enough to prove the claim in the case η 2 is small. The constant η 1 will be even smaller. Also, besides C 2 , we use another large constant C 1 < C 2 . In this proof we write o(1) for a quantity which tends to 0 when C 1 , C 2 /C 1 , η 2 /η 1 → ∞ and η 2 → 0 (the rate of convergence of o(1) will depend on α, θ and the original η 2 ). In particular we can assume in the proof that C i are large enough and η i are small enough.
The assumption that η 2 is small guarantees that
for every |j| ≤ 2J. We write
By our assumptions
and thereby
for every
. Hence the claim holds unless
The right hand side is at most (
since J is large. Now
by (24), and so by Lemma 3.4 with η = 2η
1/2 1 /α there is an arithmetic progression
Certainly the common difference v is at most 1/α + o(1) and we can force a 0 ∈ [0, 1/α + o (1)]. By the assumption that A contains many elements from both ends of the interval, P must span over most of the interval, and hence we must have
we see by the pigeon hole principle that r A+A (2a 0 ) J. Furthermore 
and so (25) holds for all these j = 2a 0 + j v. Hence
for every x ∈ [X/e η2/2 , e η2/2 X].
Repeating the argument for [X/e 2η2 , X/e η2/2 ] and [e η2/2 X, e 2η2 X], and so forth, we eventually reach the wanted proportion.
That the assumption of lemma must be satisfied for almost all x ∈ [X , e
η1 X ] for all X ∈ [X/e 2η2 , e 2η2 X] is not a problem; whenever we can prove the assumption for an interval like [X , 2X ], we can do it for any [cX , CX ]. In particular the interval [X, 2X] in Lemmas 4.4 and 4.6 can be replaced by [X , e η1 X ]. Combining the previous lemma with Lemma 4.6, we get the following result.
Lemma 4.8. Let ε, ε , η 5 > 0, κ ∈ (0, 1) and X → ∞. Let F κ (s) be as in Lemma 3.1. There exists a small positive constant η 2 = η 2 (ε, ε , η 5 , κ) and a constant C = C(ε, ε , η 5 , κ) such that if
for at least proportion Here U j (x) is the jth Chebyshev polynomial, so that U j (λ f (p)) = λ f (p j ).
Remark 5.2. One could get much better numbers than 1/2 + 1/24 and 1/5 in the previous lemma by using larger powers λ f (p j )-indeed one could approach the Sato-Tate distribution when β → 0. However this lemma suffices to our needs. Also one could prove a similar result for smaller p, which could be used to prove a slightly stronger form of Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We can assume that ε < 1/25. Let λ be as in Lemma 4.3 and let η = εe −2λ , Y = k 1/2 log k, X = k/(20Y ), and let P 1 and N 1 be as in (5) . By the previous lemma Here we remove the fraction 1/40 which was done in [3] only under the Riemann hypothesis.
Theorem 5.3. Let ε > 0 and k → ∞. If (27) holds, then
Proof. We can assume that Y satisfies (4) -for smaller Y the claim follows from the claim for Y = β 1 √ k log k and for larger Y the claim follows from the result of Ghosh and Sarnak. Also we can clearly assume that ε is small. Choose κ > 1/2 such that has shown that λ f (p) cannot be exactly 0 often, but since the proof uses algebraic methods it cannot be extended to ruling out small values.
5.3. Zeros on both lines-proof of Theorem 1.2. Below we prove a result which depends onn, the smallest prime power such that λ f (n) ≤ −ε 0 for some constant ε 0 . Theorem 1.2 follows since Ghosh and Sarnak [3, Proposition 4.4] showed that the arguments in [11] and [14] on smallest negative eigenvalue together with k-aspect subconvexity bounds for L(s, f ) from [15] and [10] yieldn k 0.4963 .
Theorem 5.5. Let ε > 0, k → ∞ and f ∈ H k . Then
Let further ε 0 > 0 and letn be the smallest prime power such that λ f (n) ≤ −ε 0 . Ifn ≤ k 1/2−ε , then |Z(f ) ∩ δ 1 | ε,ε0 min{k 1/2−ε /n, k 1/8−ε }.
